[Effect of pH on the conformation and stability of the plant toxin ricin].
Intrinsic protein fluorescence of native plant toxin and its isolated subunits were studied. The effect of pH was studied on: conformation of ricin and its A- and R-chains; affinity to galactose of ricin and its binding B-subunit. At two pH 5.0 and 7.0, the structural stability of toxin and subunits was estimated according to denaturational action of guanidine chloride. It was demonstrated that position of maximum and the spectrum shape of fluorescence of native toxin and catalytical A-subunit insignificantly depends on pH in the range of 3-8, whereas sufficient changes of the separameters for the ricin B-chain reveal structural transition at pH 4-5. The affinity of galactose of ricin and its isolated B-chain depends on pH, the maximal binding is observed at pH 7. The structural stability of ricin and isolated chains significantly differs at pH 7.5 and 5.0, thus the structure stability of ricin and A-chain increases, and that of B-chain decreases at pH 5.0.